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We examine the anomalous inverse spin switch behavior in La0:7Ca0:3MnO3ðLCMOÞ=YBa2Cu3O7
(YBCO)/LCMO trilayers by combined transport studies and polarized neutron reflectometry. Measuring
magnetization profiles and magnetoresistance in an in-plane rotating magnetic field, we prove that, contrary to
many accepted theoretical scenarios, the relative orientation between the two LCMO’s magnetizations is not
sufficient to determine the magnetoresistance. Rather the field dependence of magnetoresistance is explained
by the interplay between the applied magnetic field and the (exponential tail of the) induced exchange field in
YBCO, the latter originating from the electronic reconstruction at the LCMO/YBCO interfaces.
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Interfacial electronic reconstruction offers the possibil-
ity to engineer the electronic ground state with unprece-
dented access to exotic phenomena at epitaxial interfaces
of complex oxide heterostructures such as metallicity,
superconductivity (SC) and even ferromagnetism (FM)
at the interface of two insulating and nonmagnetic oxides
[1–3]. Another example is the interface between half-
metallic ferromagnet (FM) La0:7Ca0:3MnO3 (LCMO) and
high TC superconductor (SC) YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO),
where electronic reconstruction yields an antiferromag-
netic coupling between the Cu and Mn’s spins [4], which
generates an interface induced ferromagnetic exchange
field on the Cu ions in YBCO. This induced exchange field
in YBCO then gives rise to a net Cu moment, as has been
experimentally observed [5–7].
LCMO/YBCO/LCMO (LYL) trilayers are of interest as
they are high-TC superconducting spin switches, yet exhibit
the so-called ‘‘inverse’’ superconducting spin switch be-
havior. It has been shown that, in the superconducting
transition region, LYL trilayers have lower resistances
when the magnetizations of two ferromagetic layers are
parallel, and higher resistances when they are antiparallel
[8]. Consequently, TC is higher for the parallel state and
lower for the antiparallel state, which is opposite to the
expectation based on the conventional proximity effect
[9,10]. The origin of the inverse spin switch behavior is still
controversial. Possible mechanisms include the effect of
stray fields [11,12], an imbalance of quasiparticles [13,14],
and triplet superconductivity [15]. In these scenarios, the
magnetoresistance depends on the relative magnetic align-
ment between the two ferromagnets, and the applied field
direction only plays an indirect role by changing the magne-
tization configuration [9,10,13,16]. Alternatively, Salafranca
and Okamoto have recently proposed a scenario that can
explain the inverse superconducting spin switch effect in
LYL trilayers, in which the direction of the applied field
plays a direct role. They argue that the superconductivity in
the central YBCO is governed by the total field ~Htot that
results from the superposition of the applied field ~Ha and (the
tail of) the aforementioned exchange field in YBCO, ~Hex, in
a way similar to the magnetic field induced superconductiv-
ity [17,18]. Accordingly, the alignment between ~Ha and ~Hex
influences the superconductivity inYBCO, and consequently
a modulation in the alignment between ~Hex and ~Ha should
accompany a change of resistance in the superconducting
transition region.
In this Letter we examine the angular dependence of the
magnetization structures in LYL trilayers in experiments
where the magnetic field rotates in-plane. We utilize the
polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) technique, which is
capable of resolving the depth profile of the magnetization
with subnanometer resolution [19–21], to correlate the
angular dependent magnetization structure and magneto-
resistance (MR). We show unambiguously that, in the
superconducting transition region, MR depends on the
alignment between ~Hex and ~Ha, rather than the alignment
between the two LCMO’s magnetizations. This result
strongly supports the Salafranca-Okamoto scenario and
settles a longstanding debate.
Samples were grown by sputter deposition in pure oxygen
atmosphere on (100) SrTiO3 substrates [22] with a nominal
structure of 40 unit-cells (u. c). LCMO=8 u:c: YBCO=
40 u:c: LCMO. The sample size is 5 10 mm2. X-ray
reflectometry (XRR) experiments were conducted at room
temperature using Cu K radiation. Polarized neutron re-
flectometry (PNR) experiments were conducted on the
ASTERIX reflectometer at the Lujan Neutron Scattering
Center. Magnetic hysteresis loops, magnetotransport data
and PNR data were taken at 26 K. The sample’s resistance is
104 of the normal state resistance at 26 K so that the
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magnetoresistance is overwhelmed by the modulation of
the superconductivity in the YBCO layer.
Our LCMO films have an in-plane cubic anisotropy
with the easy axes along the [110] and ½110 axes [7].
Figure 1(a) shows the easy-axis magnetization hysteresis
loop. Presumably due to different strain states of the bot-
tom LCMO layer (grown on SrTiO3) and the top LCMO
layer (grown on YBCO), the two layers have different
magnetic properties. The well-separated two-step switch-
ing with different step sizes indicates different saturation
magnetizations, and different anisotropies between the top
and bottom LCMO layers. Therefore, the relative magne-
tization orientation in the top and bottom layers is modu-
lated upon rotating in an in-plane magnetic field, with an
amplitude between the two coercivities. Figure 1(b) shows
the magnetoresistance in a polar plot for a field of fixed
magnitude (150 Oe). The further from the radius origin the
larger the resistance. The field directionH is defined with
respect to the [100] direction. The MR shows a quasi-four-
fold symmetry with four local Rmin’s along the LCMO’s
magnetic easy-axis directions, i.e., 45, 135, 225, and
315; it also shows a hysteresis between clockwise (CW)
and counterclockwise (CCW) rotations.
We determine the saturated magnetizations of the top
and bottom LCMO layers with complementary studies of
XRR and PNR. Figure 2(a) shows the PNR data in satura-
tion with a 5 kOe field applied along the [100] direction.
The reflectivities are plotted versus the wavevector transfer
along the film’s normal direction Qz. Qz ¼ 4 sinðiÞ=,
where i is the incident angle and  is the neutron’s
wavelength. Rþþ and R are the two non-spin-flip re-
flectivities. With a combined refinement of the XRR and
PNR data, we find that the saturation magnetizations of the
top and bottom LCMO layers are 380 and 540 emu=cm3,
respectively. As also reported previously, the fitting
indicates a possible suppression of the magnetization at
the LCMO/YBCO interfaces [23]. However, because of the
limitedQz range, this PNR study is not sufficient to resolve
the subtleness of the magnetization profile at the interfaces
so that the amplitude of YBCO magnetization cannot be
determined accurately. (See Supplemental Material [24]
for further details.)
Next we study the response of the top and bottom layer
magnetization during rotation of the magnetic field. A
150 Oe field was applied along 0 after having saturated
the sample along 180. The experiments were then
conducted at the following field directions sequentially:
0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 191, 202, 225; and then 202,
180, and 158. In contrast to the case for saturation,
there the spin-flip reflectivities (RSF) are nonzero. RSF is
sensitive to the square of the components of the magneti-
zation perpendicular to the field direction [19–21]. Figures
2(b)–2(d) show some representative data. RSF is high at
90; it becomes lower at 135 and slightly increases again
at 180. We determine the direction and magnitude of the
magnetizations for the top ( ~Mt) and bottom ( ~Mb) LCMO
layers independently at each field direction by fitting Rþþ,
R, and RSF all together. Figures 3(a)–3(d) shows the ~Mt
and ~Mb obtained from the best fit as a function of the field
direction. The amplitudes are normalized to their respec-
tive saturation magnetizations. t and b are the directions
of ~Mt and ~Mb, respectively, with respect to the [100] axis.
The magnetic field affects the magnitude of the top layer
magnetization, but not its direction. This implies the top
layer breaks up into domains. On the other hand, the
magnetic field affects the orientation of the bottom layer
magnetization but not its magnitude. Thus the bottom layer
apparently rotates in response to the field.
Because ~Mb keeps the saturation amplitude during the
rotation, we use the coherent rotation model to estimate its
expected direction to achieve a more detailed picture of
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Magnetization hysteresis loop along
an easy axis ([110]). The dashed line shows H ¼ 150 Oe.
(b) Angular dependence of MR. A 150 Oe in-plane field is
applied after having negatively saturated the film along 180
(a hard axis direction). Resistances are recorded when the field
rotates either clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW).
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) PNR data at 5 kOe (the sample is in
saturation). (b)–(d) Representative PNR data at 150 Oe with field
direction H ¼ (b) 90, (c) 135 and (d) 180, respectively.
Symbols are the experimental data and the lines show the the
best fits.
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its magnetization structure during rotation. We consider
the Zeeman energy and the anisotropy energy in the free
energy, i.e., F ¼  ~Mb  ~Ha þ K4cos2ð2bÞ k , where
M ¼ MS ¼ 540 emu=cm3, H ¼ 150 Oe, and K4 is the
biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy [7]. b is computed
via minimizing the free energy. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the
calculated values well match the PNR results with K4 ¼
1:6 104 erg=cm3. The only exception is at 0 because of
its different magnetic history (field sweeping rather than
rotation). Clearly, ~Mb is parallel to ~Ha when ~Ha is along an
easy axis. At the same time, the angle between ~Mb and ~Ha
reaches a local maximum when the field slightly passes a
hard axis, and it shows a hysteresis between clockwise and
counterclockwise rotations.
Figure 3(f) shows the relative orientation between ~Mt
and ~Mb as the field was rotated. ~Mt and ~Mb are nearly
antiparallel whenH ¼ 0, and parallel whenH ¼ 135.
More importantly, the difference between the orientations
of Mt and Mb decreases monotonically as H increases
from 0 to 135. Despite a sign change, the amplitude of
the relative orientation changes little between H ¼ 135
and 225. If the magnetization alignment governed the MR
monotonically, such as for the spin-dependent scattering,
then the MR would show no oscillations between 0 and
135 and change little between 135 and 225. These are
obviously in contrast to the MR data shown in Fig. 3(e).
Therefore, our results exclude many scenarios that
are based on the concept of the mutual magnetization
alignment.
On the other hand, the interplay between ~Hex (from the
bottom interface) and ~Ha is able to explain the oscillations
of the MR with H. ~Hex is on the order of a few hundred
tesla in the first interfacial YBCO unit cell [5]. Salafranca
and Okamoto have shown that ~Hex decays exponentially
from the interfacewith an attenuation length less than 1 u.c.
and does not quite reach the center of 8 u.c. thick YBCO
when T ¼ TC; therefore, ~Hex’s from the top and bottom
interfaces influence the superconductivity independently
[4]. At the same time, both the coherence length and the
mean free path are  1 u:c: along the c axis in YBCO
[25,26]. Therefore, we view the 8 u.c. YBCO layer as a
few parallel sublayers for simplicity. This situation is shown
in Fig. 4(a). ~Hex in the centralYBCO ismuchweaker than in
the interfacial one, so that only the central YBCO becomes
superconducting and dominates the resistance of the tri-
layers when T ¼ TC. The superconductivity in central
YBCO is subject to ~Htot that results from the superposition
of ~Ha and (the tail of) ~Hex. The relative alignment between
~Ha and ~Hex determines the amplitude of ~Htot during the
field rotation [see Fig. 4(b)]. The change of Htot is on the
same order of the applied field (150 Oe) during the rotation,
slightly shifting the superconducting transition curves and
giving rise to a small but observableMR.When ~Hex and ~Ha
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) A schematic picture of the induced
exchange field ~Hex in YBCO. Hex decays exponentially from the
interface. When T  TC, only the central YBCO undergoes the
superconducting transition and therefore dominates the transport
properties because the superconductivity in the interfacial YBCO
is strongly suppressed. (b) ~Hex is antiparallel to the magnetization
of the adjacent LCMO layer ( ~MMn). Meanwhile, the supercon-
ductivity in central YBCO is subject to ~Htot that results from the
superposition of ~Ha and (the tail of) ~Hex. Therefore, the relative
alignment between ~Ha and ~MMn plays a key role in controlling
the superconductivity.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Normalized amplitudes (M=MS) and
directions (t and b) for the top [(a), (c)] and bottom [(b),
(d)] LCMO magnetizations during rotation, as determined from
our PNR experiments. The dotted lines in (c) and (d) show the
field direction H. (e) Angular dependence of MR [same as
Fig. 1(b)]. Relative orientations (f) between ~Mt and ~Mb, and
(g) between ~Mb and ~Ha, determined from the PNR (triangles),
respectively. The solid lines in (d) and (g) show the calculated
results based on the energy minimization. Clearly, ~Mb is parallel
to ~Ha when the field is along an easy axis.
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are antiparallel, they effectively cancel each other. Since
~Hex is antiparallel to ~MMn, Htot is weakest when ~Ha is
parallel to ~MMn, which gives rise to a low resistance state.
As shown in Fig. 3(g), ~Ha is parallel to ~Mbwhen ~Ha is along
an easy axis direction with corresponding resistance min-
ima. At intermediate angles, Htot varies and so does MR.
This explains the four-fold symmetry of MR. At the same
time, the angular hysteresis of ~Mb with respect to the field
direction gives rise to the hysteresis in both Htot and MR.
From the Salafranca-Okamoto theory, we also expect a
unidirectional offset in MR due to the balance between the
external field and the exchange field from the top surface
since ~Mt retains the initial saturation direction. The sample
used in this PNR study does not show this expected offset
and the reason is unclear. One possibility is that as a result
of the top LCMO layer breaking down into domains, the
effect is compromised. However, such an offset is observed
in other samples. Figure 1(b) in Ref. [27] is an example. It
clearly shows that, beside the hysteretic four-fold symme-
try, there is a unidirectional offset in MR along the initial
saturation direction.
A final remark concerns the effect of stray fields created
by domain walls of ferromagnetically coupled face-to-face
domains in the two FM layers. It has been argued that the
magnetic flux closure of the enhanced stray field at domain
walls through the SC will cause a large MR [12,28]. This
does not occur in our rotation experiment at 150 Oe because
the bottom LCMO maintains its saturation magnetization.
However, we do observe additional MR features due to the
effect of stray fields in other rotation sequences [24].
In summary, we have shown that the interfacial elec-
tronic reconstruction controls the inverse spin switch be-
haviour of half metal-superconductor oxide spin valves.
The angular dependence of MR in LYL trilayers along the
superconducting transition displays symmetry features that
are not correlated with the relative alignment between the
two FM’s magnetizations, which rules out many MR sce-
narios proposed so far. Rather the field dependence of the
MR is explained by the interplay between the applied field
and (the tail of) the induced exchange field on YBCO
coming from the electronic reconstruction at the LCMO/
YBCO interface. Since the inverse spin switch in LYL is
now demonstrated to be governed by interfacial electronic
reconstruction and not shape dependent micromagnetic
effects, we expect it to survive miniaturization to the
nanoscale.
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